a plethora of A/V integration. This called for a number of requirements that allowed for easy demonstration without having to turn away from the audience and mounted control features that enabled the interactive learning experience.

The Brief

Working with Warwick Business School our key aim was to introduce flexibility and improve audience engagement through effective and innovative integrated audio visual Lecterns. The school required A/V integrated lecterns for use in a newly furnished lecture theatre with a large white-board surface.

The Solution

Warwick Business School wanted to be able to engage the lecture theatre and present hand written materials without the need to turn away from the audience. The simple solution to this was to use white-boards set into the work tops of our Bravo Lectern that could be written on and then projected onto screens using a visualiser. This allows the Lecturer to present to the audience without breaking from their engagement and also to capture whatever they have written or drawn for use later in the presentation or as part of their materials.

The Benefits

The lecterns have our larger 150mm tops to accommodate the large white-board surface and also allows space for a control panel, and a microphone.

The feedback from academic colleagues has been very positive. Even better feedback has been received from external visitors in particular an Economist from the Bank of England who came in to do a series of lectures. He really liked being able to derive long, complex formula while still being able to face the audience and know that everyone could see everything he wrote and, if necessary, it could be captured. We found that a remote confidence monitor really helps too, so the presenter can know exactly what the audience is seeing.
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By simply enabling the lecturer to present his thoughts without having to periodically disengage with the audience, Dalen have helped Warwick Business School retain audience’s attention.

The Outcome

Turn and Learn Room  Key features

- Flexibility
- Fulfilled the brief
- Innovative design
- Cost effective
- Facilitates AV integration
- Complete lectern solution
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